WAR CRIMES
UNITED Nations
VIS-À-VIS
GOD’S TORAH LAW
TALMUD SHULCHAN
ARUCH –FOUR CODES
2000 YEARS RESPONSA
COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT
MOSHE SISELSENDER

BEFORE WE START WE MUST DEFINE THE PROBLEM.

WE WANT TO PREVENT MURDER OF INNOCENT PEOPLE BY A LONE
WOLF OSTENSIBLY ACTING ALONE WHO MURDERS AS MANY INNOCENTS AS HE/SHE IS ABLE IN ORDER TO TERRORIZE A SOCIETY TO SURRENDER THEIR LIBERTY AND ACCEPT THE RULE OF THE
ARABS starting in 1967 calling themselves Palestinians over HISTORICAL ISRAEL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN
GAZA
OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM
AND LATER ALL OF MODERN ISRAEL.
How do we prevent this?
The terrorist does not care to die.
WHAT ABOUT IF WE KILL HIS MOTHER FATHER WIFE AND CHILDREN?
WHAT ABOUT WE KILL HIS GRANDMOTHER GRAND FATHER UNCLE S AUNTS NEPHEWS COUSINS?
WHAT IF WE DO NOT KILL THEM BUT RATHER EXILE THEM?
WHAT IF WE DESTROY THEIR HOMES? WHAT IF WE CANCEL THEIR RIGHTS TO COME AND WORK IN ISRAEL?

THE ANSWER IS

TORAH LAW PERMITS
ANY THING ANY THING
ANY THING
THAT
WORKS.
TORAH LAW
IS
PRAGMATIC.
YES
THIS CONFLICTS
WITH
THE
PERVERSE
HYPOCRITICAL
"LAW"
CONCOCTED
BY
THE BODY OF THE APES ALSO KNOWN AS UNITED NATIONS
THE ALLIES
FIRE BOMBED
TOKYO
AND LATER
ATOM BOMBED
HIROSHIMA
NAGASAKI.
THEY KILLED
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS CIVILIANS.

WAR CRIMES?

WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS GOOD FOR THE
GENDER.
LET THE
JEW
STARE AT THE
BLACK AND WHITE
GLARING
HATRED
BY THE SAME ANIMAL WHO PLANNED EXECUTED WAS COMPLICIT IN THE MURDER OF SIX MILLION JEWS AND
ONE MILLION
JEWISH CHILDREN .
THE VERY
CRIMINALIZING
OF THE TOOLS
NEEDED
TO
SAVE
INNOCENTS
BY
COLLECTIVE
PUNISHMENT- THAT IS
THE WAR CRIME.
IS THE
WAR CRIME.
THERE EXISTS A
DIFFERENCE HOW
SOCIETY REACTS AND BEHAVES TOWARD CRIMINALS THEIR FAMILIES NEIGHBORS AND THEIR GROUP IN PEACE TIME.
WE DO NOT PUNISH RELATIVES FAMILY NEIGHBORS AND
OTHER CITIZENS LIVING WITH THE CRIMINAL IN PEACE TIME.
IN WAR TIME ONE IS PERMITTED TO DO ANYTHING TO WIN. ANYTHING
TO WIN.

THE UNITED NATIONS ARE ALL WAR CRIMINALS.

IT IS THEY WHO SHOULD BE EXECUTED.

ALL THEIR INTERNATIONAL LAW ARE
NULL AND VOID.
THEY WERE AND ARE PROMULGATED TO PREVENT THE JEW FROM PROTECTING HIMSELF.
THEY WERE PROMULGATED TO STEAL HISTORICAL ISRAEL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GAZA GOLAN
OLD CITY JERUSALEM
MODERN ISRAEL. THE
VERY WORD AND
“PEOPLE”
“PALESTINIAN S”
WERE CREATED IN 1967
AFTER ISRAEL
VANQUISHED ALL HER
ENEMIES - EGYPT SYRIA
JORRDAN AND WON THE SINAI THE GOLAN HEIGHTS YEHUDAH SHMRON OLD CITY JERUSALEM AND GAZA. PALESTINIAN RIGHTS AND A COUNTRY OF PALESTINE IS A CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY
MADE TO "REPLACE THE JEW." THIS IS THE CONTINUATION OF "REPLACEMENT THEOLOGY".

IT IS A CONTINUATION
OF THE OLD BLOOD LIBEL
THAT THE JEW
ALL JEWS ARE KILLERS
OF JESUS CHRIST.
ALL JEWS
DESERVE TO DIE.

CHRISTIANS WHO ACCEPT CHRIST REPLACE THE JEW.

CHRISTIANS
ARE
THE NEW
"CHOSEN
PEOPLE."
THEY ARE
THE "SPIRITUAL HEIRS
OF ABRAHAM."
THE JEW
IS CURSED FOR NOT ACCEPTING CHRIST.

IN THE SAME VEIN THE JEW MUST BE DEPRIVED OF
Israel.

Otherwise, the 1700 year old blood libel of the Jew’s guilt will explode.

If the Jew remains in Israel then the
BLOOD LIBEL EXPLODES.

THAT IS THE REASON FOR THE BAN ON COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT APPLIED TO THE JEW TO PROTECT HIMSELF FROM MURDER BY
LONE WOLVES. THE CURE IS COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT. THIS THE ANIMAL SITTING AT THE UNITED NATION KNOWS. THAT IS WHY COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT IS BANNED AND
CRIMINALIZED TO EVER BE USED.

HOWEVER THE JEW IN ORDER TO SURVIVE MUST CORRECTLY IDENTIFY HIS ENEMY. THE ENEMY OF THE JEW IS THE ANIMAL SITTING AT THE UNITED
NATIONS AND POSING AS THE IDOL OF HUMANITY.

HOWEVER WE DO NOT HAVE TO KILL ALL THE "PALESTINIANS".

WE CAN EXPEL ALL OF THEM.
WE CAN DO ANY THING THAT WILL WORK.
WE MUST BE PRAGMATIC.
WE CAN EXPEL ALL OF THEM.